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ABSTRACT
The national (non-local) news media has different priorities than the lo-
cal news media. If one seeks to build a collection of stories about local
events, the national newsmediamay be insufficient, with the exception
of local news which “bubbles” up to the national news media. If we rely
exclusively on national media, or build collections exclusively on their
reports, we could be late to the important milestones which precipitate
major local events, thus, run the risk of losing important stories due
to link rot and content drift. Consequently, it is important to consult
local sources affected by local events. Our goal is to provide a suite
of tools (beginning with two) under the umbrella of the Local Mem-
ory Project (LMP) to help users and small communities discover, col-
lect, build, archive, and share collections of stories for important local
events by leveraging local news sources. The first service (Geo) returns
a list of local news sources (newspaper, TV and radio stations) in order
of proximity to a user-supplied zip code. The second service (Local Sto-
ries Collection Generator) discovers, collects and archives a collection
of news stories about a story or event represented by a user-supplied
query and zip code pair. We evaluated 20 pairs of collections, Local
(generated by our system) and non-Local, by measuring archival cov-
erage, tweet index rate, temporal range, precision, and sub-collection
overlap. Our experimental results showed Local and non-Local collec-
tions with archive rates of 0.63 and 0.83, respectively, and tweet index
rates of 0.59 and 0.80, respectively. Local collections produced older
stories than non-Local collections, at a higher precision (relevance) of
0.84 compared to a non-Local precision of 0.72. These results indicate
that Local collections are less exposed, thus less popular than their non-
Local counterpart.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In April 2014, state officials in Flint, Michigan switched the city’s water
source from Lake Huron of the Detroit water system to the Flint River.
This was reported by local media such as Michigan Radio, The Flint
Journal-MLive, and the local TV affiliates in Flint (WEYI,WJRT,WSMH,
andWNEM) [18]. On May 23, 2014, Ron Fonger of Flint Journal-MLive
reported [7] about complaints by city residents about the water’s taste
and smell. Between August and September 2014, the city issued three
boil advisories [18] to residents of Flint after finding fecal coliform bac-
teria (E. coli) in the water. Following multiple other incidents, Michi-
gan Governor Rick Snyder declared a state of emergency for the city of
Flint on January 5, 2016, due to dangerously high levels of lead contam-
ination in the drinking water. A chain of events about the Flint water
was reported by local media, but most of the non-local media did not
report this crucial story until 2016 [18]. In fact, according to Denise
Robbins’ report [18], Michigan Radio andThe Flint Journal-MLive pub-
lished over 500 articles before the State of Emergency was declared,
and it took the national media one year after the E. coli outbreak to
report the Flint story.

Important news stories begin in different ways. Some are explo-
sive and have well defined timeframes - these are usually aggressively
reported by the national news media. But some other important sto-
ries start slow and unsensational. The Flint disaster started small, was
tracked by local media, but did not become a national story until it
became a complete disaster. Similarly, in April 2016, activists joined In-
dian tribes in protest at the Standing Rock Indian reservation in North
Dakota, but the national media was mostly absent at the beginning. If
we rely exclusively on national media for building collections, we could
be late to the important milestones which precipitate major events.
Consequently, we run the risk of losing important content due to link
rot and content drift. The national media deserves criticism [20] for the
delay in reporting Flint, but any such criticism should be weighted by
the idea that national and local news have different priorities. Local me-
dia such as the Caloosa Belle newspaper (LaBelle, FL) cover news stories
that would not naturally be of interest to another locality, such as the
annual Swamp Cabbage Festival. Non-local news organizations such
as CNN cover stories of a broader (national/international) scope such
as Obamacare and the Syrian refugee migrant crisis. Since the interests
of local and non-local media often intersect, it is common for both me-
dia to cover the same stories. However, local media focuses on news
that have a local impact. Also, it is well known that multinational news
organizations routinely cite the reports of smaller local news organiza-
tions for many stories. Consequently, local news media is fundamental
to journalism. Given the existential crisis of print media in the digital
age that has seen the rapid decline of local media [13], measures such
as the LocalMemory Project which attempt to shed light on local media
are pertinent.

We begin by presenting two services. First, our Geo service informs
users about local media (newspaper, TV and radio) that serve a location



Figure 1: LMP’s Local Stories Collection Generator Architecture

Figure 2: LMP’s Local Stories Collection Generator Archiving Architecture (Ideal). The current implementation does not include
Render and sendsURI -C andURI -Smi

i to one Web Archive - Archive.is)

(currently for US media). Second, our Local Stories Collection Genera-
tor builds high quality stories from local media sources by leveraging
the Google Search Engine Result Page (SERP). Additionally, collections
built locallymay be archived in public web archives and shared on Twit-
ter. We believe these open source tools could contribute to increase the
exposure of collections from local news sources.

2 RELATEDWORK
There aremany efforts for building collections especially based on some
variant of a focused crawler. Bergmark [3] introduced a method for
building a collection by downloading webpages in a focused way and
classifying them into the various topic areas. Similarly, Gossen et al.
[8] proposed a focused crawler called iCrawl, which uses social media

content to discover fresh and relevant content, and Yang et al. [21] in-
troduced a prototype system for building archives by using seed URIs
collected from tweet collections. Qin et al. [17] proposed ameta-search
enhanced focused crawling to address the problems of collection build-
ing by traditional crawlers. Traditional crawlers can be restricted to
sub-graphs of theWeb due to the limitations of local search. Also, Farag
and Fox [6] proposed an Event Focused crawler, which collects relevant
documents which fulfill the criteria specified by an event model. Black-
burn et al. [4] emphasized the importance of longitudinal data collec-
tion for studies of social media and presented a means of collecting this
dynamic social data from multiple sources.

The tools we propose under the Local Memory Project differ from
the state of the art in four major ways. First, most of the tools proposed



by the state of the art target expert users and researchers based on their
complexity of use. Our tools target average users. This is realized by
implementing our collection building tools in form of a Google Chrome
browser extension [11]. Expert curators can also benefit from our tools
and the high quality collections generated through its use. Second, we
do not process (i.e., attempt to understand) the user query and we do
not crawl to discover relevant stories. Processing the user query is a
challenging task and may require classifying the query. Crawling also
poses challenges such finding “good” seeds and deciding the parame-
ters for the web graph exploration. Instead, we leverage the high qual-
ity results of the Google SERP to discover relevant stories [16]. Third,
instead of performing a generic Google search in which we may not
have control of the news sources consulted, we localize collecting rele-
vant stories from local media. Fourth, we integrate collection discovery,
building, archiving, and sharing capabilities in the same application.

3 LMP LOCAL STORIES COLLECTION
GENERATOR ARCHITECTURE

Our Local Stories CollectionGenerator can be summarized in two stages:
discovering local media, and collection building (Fig. 1).

3.1 Stage 1: Nearby News Media discovery
The first stage of the Local Stories Collection Generator discovers local
news media organizations that serve a particular location. This func-
tion is performed by the tool Geo (Fig. 1, [10]). Given a zip code l and
an integer k, this stage returns a set M (|M | = k), of newspapers, TV,
and radio stations in order of proximity to l. Radio stations are excluded
from local stories collection building. Each elementmi ofM is a news-
paper or TV media organization represented by its website, parent city,
social media sites, etc. For example, for l = “23529” (Norfolk, Virginia,
USA) and k = 10, stage 1 returns Table 1. This stage relies on our public
local news media repository which consists of:

• 5,992 newspapers
• 1,061 TV stations, and
• 2,539 radio stations

The local news media repository includes the longitude and latitude
coordinates of the parent city of all media sources. This allowsmapping
from zip codes to nearby news media outlets. The repository was built
by scraping data from [19], and currently consists of US local news
media. We plan to expand the repository to include other countries
[14]. Our local media repository is publicly available [15].

Algorithm 1 : Local Stories Collection Generator - generate a collec-
tion of local stories for a query.

Input: Query q and setM of nearby local news media.
Output: Local news collection matrix C .
function GenCol(q,M)

for eachmi ∈ M do
q′i ← q + “site : ” +mi .website .domain ▷ (stm. 1)
Smi ← SE (q′i ) ▷ find stories frommi (stm. 2)
for each sj ∈ Smi do

Ci ← sj ▷ Add story sj to col. C (stm. 3)
end for

end for
return C

end function

3.2 Stage 2: Collection Building
The second stage of the Local Stories Collection Generator finds and
collects news stories from the local news sources discovered in stage 1
(M). We use Google search to discover local news stories. Given a story
or event represented by a query, q, and a set of local news sources, M ,
the collection building process (Fig. 1 and Algorithm 1) is outlined as
follows.

(1) For a given mediami modify the original query as such: con-
catenate the site directive (“site:”) to the domain of the news
media website and the original query. For example, if query,
q = “zika virus” and mi is the Community News of Miami
(domain - communitynewspapers.com), due to stm. 1 of Al-
gorithm 1, q′i = “zika virus site: communitynewspapers.com”.
The site directive instructs Google to return links only from
the specified domain.

(2) For a given media (mi ) issue the modified query q′i to Google
(Algorithm 1, stm. 2).

(3) For each story (smi
j ) from a news mediami , add to collection

C . (Algorithm 1, stm. 3)
The Local Stories Collection Generator is implemented by a Google

Chrome extension. The source code is publicly available [15]. See exam-
ples of two collections generated with the same query: “protesters and
police” - The Local collection1 (Fig. 4), generated by the Local Stories
Collection Generator consists of multiple local news sources from Vir-
ginia, such as Virginia Pilot, WHRO-TV, and WTKR-TV. The non-Local
collection2 (Fig. 3), consist of a mix of non-Local sources (e.g., CNN and
NBC News), Local sources (e.g., ABC7 Chicago and Chicago Tribune),
and a Youtube source.

3.3 Collection Archiving
To mitigate the problems of content drift and link rot, as well as pre-
serve collections for future users and researchers, the LMP’s Local Sto-
ries Collection Generator implements a variant of the archiving archi-
tecture outline by Fig. 2. The ideal archiving architecture is outlined
by the following steps.

(1) Every collection, C , is identified by a collection URI, URI -C ,
and every story in the collection is identified the story’s URI,
S
mj
i . The collection is sent to a service (Vis - Fig. 2, [12])
which dereferences the URI -C and saves the resultant HTML
representation, HTML-C . The HTML representation includes
thumbnails for each story from each media source in the col-
lection. In addition,HTML-C includes other details such as the
author of the collection, the date and time the collection was
built, the collection name and the query that generated the col-
lection. It is important to save (via Vis) collections as soon as
possible after creation to avoid temporal violations [1].

(2) The collection URI, URI -C is sent to m public Web archives
such as the Internet Archive. Additionally, the URIs for each
story, Smj

i is sent to the Archives.
(3) The outcome of sending the collection URI, URI -C to public

Web Archives is a set of URIs representing archived copies of
the collection fromm public Web Archives.

Our current archiving implementation differs from the described ar-
chitecture in two ways. First, we do not save the HTML representation
of the collection. Instead we save a JSON representation that is parsed

1See complete: http://www.localmemory.org/vis/collections/local-memory-project/
queries/usa-23529-protesters-and-police-10
2http://www.localmemory.org/vis/collections/lmp-test/queries/
country-na-zipcode-na-protesters-and-police-0-2017-02-04



Figure 3: A subset of a non-Local collection for query: “Protesters and Police”.

Figure 4: A subset of a Local collection for query: “Protesters and Police” for Norfolk Virginia.



Table 1: List of News sources for l = “23529” (Norfolk Virginia, USA)

Index Miles away Name Type City/County
1 2.98 Hampton Roads Messenger Newspaper Norfolk (VA, USA)
2 2.98 Inside Business Newspaper Norfolk (VA, USA)
3 2.98 Virginian Pilot Newspaper Norfolk (VA, USA)
4 2.98 WHRO TV Norfolk (VA, USA)
5 2.98 WTKR TV Norfolk (VA, USA)
6 2.98 WVEC TV Norfolk (VA, USA)
7 4.58 Mace & Crown College Newspaper Old Dominion Univ (VA, USA)
8 5.84 Spartan Echo College Newspaper Norfolk State University (VA, USA)
9 10.95 WAVY TV Portsmouth (VA, USA)
10 12.82 Daily Press Newspaper Hampton (VA, USA)

in order to generate the HTML representation. Second, we send URIs
to just one archive - Archive.is. We plan to fully implement the ideal
archiving architecture once the infrastructure to support such imple-
mentation is available.

3.4 Community Collection Building
We believe there is value when multiple users contribute to the same
collection. This is similar in spirit to the Internet Archive’s request to
the public to contribute3 URIs for the 2016 Orlando Nightclub Shooting
Web Archive [9]. The Local Stories Collection Generator enables users
to tag a collection with a hashtag. The hashtag provides a means for
thematically-related collections to be organized. Collections built by
communities could be a valuable asset to research which seeks to jux-
tapose different perspectives of local reports about the same subject.
It could also provide a means of creating high quality datasets to be
consumed by machine learning processes.

4 EVALUATION
To evaluate LMP’s Local Stories Collection Generator, we measure the
degree of exposure Local collections have compared to non-Local col-
lections as well as some properties of both collections. We claim that
Local collections have less exposure compared to non-Local collections.
Hence, through collection buidling, archiving, and sharing, LMP could
facilitate the increase of exposure of Local news sources. Our evalua-
tion dataset comprised of 20 pairs (Local and non-Local) of collections
corresponding to 20 different stories. Furthermore, each collection (Lo-
cal and non-Local) was further split into two classes: G - extracted from
the default Google SERP, andNV - extracted from the Google News ver-
tical SERP. This means a given story x from our evaluation dataset is
represented by two collections - Local and non-Local, and x ’s Local and
non-Local collections are further split into G and NV. In total, the story
x has four sub-collections (Table 2). The evaluation dataset is publicly
available [15].

For each collection wemeasured archival coverage, tweet index rate,
temporal range, precision, and sub-collection overlap.

4.1 Evaluation Dataset
Each story of the evaluation dataset (Table 2) is comprised of two col-
lections - Local and non-Local. The Local collection was generated by
our Local Stories Collection Generator (Algorithm 1), by applying the
“site:” parameter to the Collection query and the local news sources
discovered by Geo. The non-Local collection does not apply the “site:”
parameter to the Collection query.

3https://archive.is/eGuKh

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluated the 20 pairs of collections across five dimensions. The
first two metrics, archival coverage and tweet index rate, were used
to approximate collection exposure. For each metric, let us consider
the definition of the metric, our claim about Local and non-Local col-
lections for the metric, and how the metric was extracted from our
evaluation dataset:

4.2.1 Archival coverage.

(a) Definition: Given a collection C , the archival coverage is the
fraction of C which is archived. For example, if we found 10
archived stories from C (where |C | = 50), the archival cov-
erage or archive rate of C is 10/50 = 0.2. It is important to
note that for a URI, we only considered whether or not the URI
was archived and not the quality [5] of the Memento (archived
copy).

(b) Claim: We claim that non-Local collections possess higher
archive rates than Local collections. This may be partly due to
the idea that Web archives favor more popular websites. For
example, a story fromCNNmight bemore likely to be archived
than a story from a small town’s newspaper website.

(c) Extraction: For a story S , represented by a URI in a collection
C , the binary archived state (S ∈ {Archived ,NotArchived })
was extracted by utilizing the MemGator [2] utility.

4.2.2 Tweet index rate.

(a) Definition: Similar to the archive rate, given a collection C ,
the tweet index rate is the fraction of C which could also be
found embedded in a tweet. For example, if we found 40 URIs
from C (where |C | = 50) embedded in tweets, the tweet index
rate of C is 40/50 = 0.8.

(b) Claim: We claim that non-Local collections possess higher
tweet index rates than Local collections. The reason for this
may be due to the user-search behavior. Many users find sto-
ries from the search engines, and may share these discovered
stories on their social media accounts. Consequently, since
non-Local collections are created directly from SERPs without
modifying the collection query, non-Local collection should
enjoy higher tweet index rates.

(c) Extraction: For a story S , represented by a URI in a collection
C , the binary tweet index state, S ∈ {Found,NotFound } was
extracted by searching Twitter.

The last three metrics, precision, temporal range, and sub-collection
overlap were employed for experimentation: We measured the pre-
cision of the resulting collections to see if the focus on Local news



Table 2: Evaluation Dataset comprised of 20 pairs (Local and non-Local) of Collections. Local & non-Local Collection are further
split into two sub-collections: G - Collection extracted from the Default Google SERP & NV - News Vertical SERP.

Index Collection Location Local story count non-Local story count
G NV G NV

1 dakota access pipeline protest 58538 (Cannon Ball,
North Dakota) 43 50 49 50

2 Hurricane Matthew 29925 (Hilton Head
Island, South Carolina) 48 50 51 50

3 Cajun Navy Flood 70801 (Baton Rouge,
Louisiana) 44 59 54 50

4 drunk governor susana
martinez hotel party police

87501 (Santa Fe,
New Mexico) 53 19 50 50

5 albuquerque road rage
4 year old

87101 (Albuquerque,
New Mexico) 64 55 50 50

6 albuquerque homeless police
shooting

87101 (Albuquerque,
New Mexico) 59 50 50 50

7 labelle amoeba 33935 (LaBelle,
Florida) 47 18 50 36

8 UF taser 32601 (Gainesville,
Florida) 40 40 53 50

9 Pizza Gate Comet
Ping Pong 20008 (Washington, DC) 52 35 50 50

10 Ghost Ship fire 94601 (Oakland,
California) 49 47 51 50

11 Abortion law 43017 (Dublin,
Ohio) 43 51 55 50

12 Music City Bowl 37219 (Nashville,
Tennessee) 53 56 47 40

13 Tornado 36547 (Gulf Shores,
Alabama) 47 56 51 50

14 US Customs delays 33126 (Miami,
Florida) 60 54 49 50

15 housing prices housing
crisis

94115 (San Francisco,
California) 52 51 53 50

16 housing prices housing
crisis

94539 (Freemont,
California) 50 50 53 50

17 Trump election 02138 (Cambridge,
Massachusetts) 50 44 51 50

18 Trump election 71613 (Pine Bluff,
Arkansas) 42 44 51 50

19 Marijuana legalization 89127 (Las Vegas,
Nevada) 57 52 51 50

20 Marijuana legalization 75202 (Dallas,
Texas) 52 41 51 50

Subcollections Total 1,005 922 1,020 976
Collections Total 1,927 1,996

Total 3,923

sources impacted the relevance of the SERPs. We considered the tempo-
ral range metric in order to see if some sub-collections are temporally
biased toward older or newer documents. Finally, we considered the
sub-collection overlap to guage the level of agreement (common sto-
ries) between Local and non-Local collections. A low degree of overlap
between Local and non-Local collections indicates a disparity in the
sampling of news sources of Local and non-Local collections, thereby
justifying the need for exposing Local collections, since non-Local col-
lections are presumed to be more exposed. For each metric, let us con-
sider the definition of the metric, our claim about Local and non-Local

collections for the metric, and how the metric was extracted from our
evaluation dataset:

4.2.3 Temporal range.

(a) Definition: Given a collection C , the temporal range of C is
the distribution of the creation datestamps of the stories in C .

(b) Claim: We claim that non-Local collections are temporally
biased to produce newer stories than Local collections. The
reason for this may be that the non-Local collections are pro-
duced directly from SERPs without modifying the collection



query, and Search Engines are optimized to produce more re-
cent documents.

(c) Extraction: Most news stories have creation datestamps. We
extracted these datestamps from the SERPs.

4.2.4 Precision.

(a) Definition: Given a collectionC , the precision ofC is the frac-
tion ofC that are relevant to the collection query. A story S in
C is relevant if the story is on topic with respect to the query
used for creating the collection. For example, our evaluation
collection no.7 (“labelle amoeba”) is about a 12-year-old’s bat-
tle with a brain-eating amoeba in Labelle Florida, USA. A story
in this collection about the singer Patti Labelle on AmeobaMu-
sic is considered non-relevant.

(b) Claim: We claim that non-Local collections possess a higher
precision than Local collections. This may be partly due to the
fact that since non-Local collections are built without modify-
ing the query, the SERP benefits from being populated from
an unrestricted number of high quality sources. But a non-
Local collection may suffer if a query applies to multiple local-
ities. For example, a non-Local collection for the “flood” query
may include definitions or general information pages, which
are not inappropriate. However, if the intent was localized,
because the query “flood” is applicable to many areas, a local-
ized search such as LMP’s Local Stories CollectionGenerator is
more appropriate. Also, a localized search may be appropriate
for building collections for the early stages of an event.

(c) Extraction: The evaluation dataset was manually evaluated
by a group of 14 evaluators. Each evaluatorwas presentedwith
multiple collections. For each story in a collection, an evalua-
tor scored the story as relevant if the story was on topic with
respect to the collection query, and non-relevant otherwise.
Additionally, we considered a story relevant or non-relevant
only if the score was by a margin of 2 votes or more. Stories
that did not fulfill this criteria (e.g., a score of 3-2) were not in-
cluded in our precision calculation. The evaluation results are
publicly available [15].

4.2.5 Sub-collection overlap.

(a) Definition: Given a collection set C populated from the eval-
uation dataset, let sub-collection sets LG and LNV define sets
populated from Local-G and Local-NV, respectively. Similarly,
let sub-collection sets NLG and NLNV define sets populated
from non-Local-G and non-Local-NV, respectively. The over-
lap set of Local and non-Local collections, is given by (LG ∩
LNV ), and (NLG ∩NLNV ), respectively. The Jaccard index of
the overlap sets of Local and non-Local collections may indi-
cate the degree to which collections have both Local and non-
Local interests (Eqn. 1).

|(LG ∩ LNV ) ∩ (NLG ∩ NLNV ) |
|(LG ∩ LNV ) ∪ (NLG ∩ NLNV ) | (1)

(b) Claim: Weclaim Local sub-collectionsLG andLNV havemore
in common (more overlap) than non-Local sub-collectionsNLG
and NLNV , due to the site directive restriction imposed by the
Local Stories Collection Generator (Algorithm 1).

(c) Extraction: For each collection, we calculated the overlap of
Local and non-Local collections and the Jaccard index of both
overlap sets as described in the definition.

5 EVALUATION RESULTS DISCUSSION
Non-Local collections G and NV produced archive rates of 0.83 and
0.80, respectively, while Local collections G and NV produced archive
rates of 0.52 and 0.63, respectively, confirming our claim that non-Local
collections possess higher archive rates than Local Collections (Fig. 5a).
We took the archival coverage test further by testing if a random page
of a Local collection top-level site is less likely to be archived than a ran-
dom page of a non-Local collection top-level site. Our experiments did
not confirm this claim (Fig. 6 a & b). This may be due to the sampling
technique we employed. For each top-level site, we crawled from the
top pages to a maximum depth of four to extract random links. Since
top-level sites are more likely to be archived, the descendants of top-
level sites are also likely to be archived. Also one-third of the Local
domains set were also available in the non-Local domains set. This is
not surprising since there is not always a clear distinction between a
Local source and a non-Local source. For example, theWashington Post
newspaper is a national newspaper, but it is also the Local newspaper
for the residents of Washington, DC. However, top-level sites and URIs
from non-Local collections possess a higher magnitude of Mementos
than their Local counterparts (Fig. 6c). Consequently, LMP’s Local Sto-
ries Collection Generator’s archiving capability can provide additional
exposure to Local collections.

Our claim about tweet index rates was confirmed, with non-Local
collections (G and NV ) producing higher tweet index rates of 0.71 and
0.80, respectively, compared to their local counterparts with tweet in-
dex rates 0.44 and 0.59, for G and NV , respectively (Fig. 5b). Conse-
quently, LMP’s collection generator provides ameans for users to share
locally built collections on Twitter, thus providing additional exposure
to Local collections.

Our claim about precision was partially confirmed with the follow-
ing precision rank ordering from highest to lowest (based on a rele-
vance margin of 2 votes or more): Local-G: 0.84, non-Local-G: 0.72,
Local-NV: 0.71, and non-Local-NV: 0.68. Relaxing the threshold of rel-
evance to a margin of 1 vote or more resulted in the following precision
rank ordering from highest to lowest: non-Local-G: 0.84, Local-G: 0.79,
non-Local-NV: 0.71, and Local-NV: 0.70 (Fig. 7). These results show
that type-G collections produce documents at a higher precision than
NV .

Our claim about the temporal range was confirmed: Non-Local-NV
collections possessed the highest probability of producing the newest
document with a probability of 0.75. On the other hand, Local-G collec-
tions produce the oldest documents with a probability of 0.7. The con-
sequences of these probabilities are crucial: One must sample Local-G
collections in order to maximize the chances of finding the first reports
about a story or event. Let the probability Pnew (sub-collection), de-
fine the probability of the event that sub-collection ∈ {Local-G,Local-
NV ,non-Local-G,non-Local-NV } produces the newest document. Sim-
ilarly, let the probability Pold (sub-collection) define the probability of
the event that sub-collection produces the oldest document. Table 3
outlines both probabilities for each event.

Finally, Local collections showed a higher overlap rate than non-
Local collection, confirming our claim.

6 FUTUREWORKS
Geo relies on a local new media repository which houses information
about local news media. For example, for a single newspaper, this
repository contains the name of the newspaper, website, and the geo-
coordinates (latitude and longitude) of the city in which the newspaper
organization is located. We rely on third party sources which provide
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(b) Distribution of tweet index rates for Local & non–Local collections. Non–
Local–G & non–Local–NV produced higher tweet index rates (0.71 & 0.80, respec-
tively) than Local–G and Local–NV sub–collections (0.44 & 0.59, respectively.)
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(c) Distribution of precision for Local & non–Local collections. Local–G & Non–
Local–G produced higher precision values (0.84 & 0.72, respectively) than Local–
NV & Non–Local-NV sub–collections (0.71 & 0.68, respectively.)

(d) Distribution of Overlap for Local (e1), non–Local (e2), & the overlap between
Local and non–Local overlaps (e3). Local sub–collections showed higher overlap
than non–Local sub–collections.

Figure 5: Distribution of Archive rates (a), Tweet index rates (b), Precision (c), & Overlap (d)
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(a) Distribution of archive rates for random collections of pages from Local web-
sites. Common domains in red. Random Local pages are as likely to be archived
as Non–Local random pages.

(b) Distribution of archive rates for random collections of pages from non–Local
websites. Common domains in red. Random non–Local pages are as likely to be
archived as random Local pages
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(c) CDF of Memento count for top-level sites of Local (G & NV) & non-Local (G &
NV) collections. Non-Local collections with a higher Probability of Mementos

(d) Creation date distributions for “Abortion law” (top) and “Tornado” (bottom),
showing Local-G sub-collectionwith a highest probability of producing the oldest
documents (Pold ) (Table 3).

Figure 6: Distribution of Archive rates for random pages (a & b), CDF of Memento count (c), & Creation dates (d).
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Figure 7: Distribution of precision for Local & non–Local
collections for Relaxed Relevance Margin of 1 Vote or more.
Non–Local–G & Local–G produced higher precision values (0.84
& 0.79, respectively) than Non–Local-NV & Local–NV sub–
collections (0.71 & 0.70, respectively.)

Table 3: Probabilities of Pnew (sub-collection)& Pold (sub-collection)
events. Pnew (sub-collection) & Pold (sub-collection) define proba-
bilities of the events that the given sub-collections produce the
newest & the oldest documents, respectively.

Sub-collections (events) Pnew Pold
Local-G 0.1 0.7
Local-NV 0.17 0.2

non-Local-NV 0.75 0.1

subsets of this information. Thus, we are limited by their sizes, fre-
quency of update, and biases. If for some reason, a local news media
does not make it into these third party lists, the media might be ex-
cluded from our local news repository. We believe this discovery prob-
lem justifies the need for further research to explore the automatic or
semi-automatic discovery of local news media and their respective ge-
ographical information.

We are entirely dependent upon Google to discover news stories as
opposed to interacting with the various media sources directly with
interfaces such as OpenSearch. This means we are at the mercy of the
Google index and its preferences. Further research may be needed to
compare both interactions.

Finally, Geo relies on third party lists and does not check for fake
news websites. The current political climate has shown the need for
content managers to take an active role in restricting the spread of fake
news content. The fake news problem and the various ways to tackle
it are still being debated. We envision benefiting from this discourse to
help implement a filter that prevents including fake news websites in
our local news repository.

7 CONCLUSIONS
We introduced Geo - a tool which returns a list of local media sources
in order of proximity to a user-supplied zip code. We also introduced
our Local Stories Collection Generator. This tool helps users discover,
build, archive and share collections of stories about an event expressed
by a user-supplied query and zip code pair. Our evaluation results con-
firmed our claims that non-Local collections produce higher archive,
tweet index, and precision rates than Local collections, thereby justi-
fying the need to further expose Local collections. We also learned
from our evaluation results that Local-G collections have the highest
probability of reporting the first account of a story, and there is more
overlap between Local collections (G and NV ). Our tools, local news
repository, and evaluation results are publicly available [15]. In recent
decades that have seen the decline of Local media due to various forces
such as the influence of social media, measures such as the Local Mem-
ory Project which strive to help increase the exposure of Local media
content are pertinent.
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